The interacti~ns of T-mesons with nucleons have been observed to include those which lead to scatterings and those which lead to absorptions. Such interactions can be conveniently classified as of two types: (1) those of mesons with free nucleons and (2) those with nucleons bound in nuclei. The latter tJTe9 of processes . . 1,2,3,4 have been observed in several exper~ents and indicate that here both scattering and absorption play an important--role. Some . 5 6 implications of-these experiments have been discusse~ previously ' • Processes (1) involve meson interactions with free protons and free neutrons, of which on:ly the former are directly amenable to experimental study 1 ' 7 . Presum .a'bly, the free' neutron-?' cross section must be · deduced indirectly from scatterings of type (2) .
·In this connection there arises, however, the question as to how adequately the free particle scattering cross section can describe the scatte~ing in nuclear matter--i.e., as to the importance of many body interactions. To obtain information concerning this point as well as the free neutron-11 cross section, the scattering of mesons by deuterons would appear to offer the most promise. As a UCRL=l443 starting point in such an ana;tysi:sj we.shall·calc~at~ "the, properties where }S is the recoil-momentum arid the )..,Us are spin' wave=
functions. We must'distingulsh three ty-pes offinal·states · Fg singlet and triplet states for which the neutron and proton are not bound (inelastic scattering) and.~ triplet deuteron states· (elastic scattering). We suppose_ the relative finai momentUm. of the two nucleons to be ~ for the inelastic scattering.
The tramition amplitude fo,r the scattering is
The differential cross section for the final triplet state ·inelastic-scattering is 
i where the integration is taken over the appropriate EF • Referring to expressions (1) and (5), we can express hFA as r:
To evaluate this integral it is nece:;;sary to remove rp and rN from the integrand. This can be don~ rigorously in any one of four '' iiniiting cases: (1) YJF represents a pl~me wave; (2) the deuteron· . . ' . binding energy is negligible compared to the·recoil energies;· (3) ~he E . ratio :1\t goes to zE!:ro; (4) rp and rN d~pend only on the difference of their arguments,,as is true in the Born approximation for potential scattering. For l:arge· momentum transfers conditions (1) · and (2) ~~~ ,V;~lid. For. small momentum transfers and elastic scattering we rely largely on condition (3) . The validity of condition (4) is ,. doubtful in the present case.
We thus. set f : 0 in rp . and rN in'Eq. (B) and remove them from the integrand. This leads to expressions of the form·.
(s rp I t) . I~ + ( s I r N I t) (9) where the notation (s I rp I t) means the matriX element of rp for a transition from a triplet to a singlet state of the neutron-!· proton system, etc., and Integration over the energy spectra leads to the following differential cross sections for scattering into an angle €h · s ~2 71~
. cr:n: 
(14)
For the total cross s~ctidn; we add the three cross sections. (12) . Reference to Eqs. (11) shows that at least two=thirds of the final states are t:riplet, which. suggests a .simplificatiol').. in the ., ' .
. .
writing of the cross section. We define Then the sum of the three cross sections (12) can be written as
The term
proportional to .cos~ represents an interference.effect petwe~n The la'st term in Eq. (16) therefore vanishes . .ind we obtain a very- ·' simple expression for· d~/d~ which is expected-to be valid for high meson energies (a further discussion is given below).
The second approximation to the total cross section involves ' . 16 to the arguments of Bethe and Longmire A correction in the triplet case is obtained by replacing :t. i:{ q -q ) • r ' . "v AJ)
, values of H 1 (G) and · H 2 (9) (Eq. (13)) are plotted in Fig. (2) .
We wish first of all to show that to a good approximation one may neglect the second term in Eq. (16 to a good approximation.
[ . dc:r:
-Reference to Fig. (1) shows that H 1 The quantities H 1 , as obtained from the plane wave approximation, were independent of.the angle of scattering (tb within the estimated computational accuracy of about one-percent) and are given in Table I for those meson energies included in Figs. (1) and (2).
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The magnitude of the elastic. scattering is described by
H (e) {Eqs. (12) and (14)). Values of H (e) for several meson energies are given. in Fig. 0) .
For t.he energy spectrum of. the .scattered mesons.:~ one . .
cannot use an approximation _which neglects the final neutron-proton interaction. The mesons scattered elastically haveJ of course, a .fixed energy. Several characteristic energy spectra for the inelastic scattering are given in Fig. (4) •. These spectra were obtained from . 
